Transfusion-transmitted viruses study: experimental evidence for two non-A, non-B, hepatitis agents.
Plasma, serum, and a concentrate of factor VIII, implicated in human cases of non-A, non-B (NANB) hepatitis, were inoculated into four chimpanzees. All four animals demonstrated significant elevations of alanine aminotransferase levels within five weeks. After recovery from these NANB hepatitis episodes, the chimpanzees were cross-challenged with different inocula. A second episode of NANB hepatitis occurred after challenge in three animals. Reproducibility of the results was established by reversing the sequence of inoculation in two of the animals. A known infectious concentrate of factor VIII failed to induce hepatitis in a previously infected chimpanzee although the animal remained susceptible to a third inoculum, an event suggesting that the first inoculum might contain the same NANB hepatitis agent as the concentrate of factor VIII, which was supported by results of a subsequent cross-challenge experiment. Reinfection did not occur in two chimpanzees injected with their initial challenge strain of NANB hepatitis virus, providing evidence that strain-specific immunity had been established. Thus, experimental evidence is provided for the presence of two NANB hepatitis agents, supporting clinical and epidemiologic studies that favor the existence of more than one etiologic agent.